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ABSTRACT 
Innovations of the Generic: Addressing the 710 
by 
Jennifer Evangelista Apostol 
Once a symbol of technology and innovation, freeway infrastructure has matured 
into a hyper concrete network - neither a place, nor a destination for the city dweller, 
and dominated by the privileged utilitarianism of the automobile. The ambition of 
Innovations of the Generic is to redefine the existing standardization of the freeway and 
the monoculture it yields, engaging the diverse population and city it serves rather than 
disregarding its urban implications in lieu of the automobile. 
Los Angeles, California is the quintessential infrastructure city whose preference 
for mobility and freedoms has generated a terrain of autopic excess. Located within this 
vast interstate network is Interstate 710 - built in the 1960's to federal interstate standards 
but never completed, leaving a five mile gap between downtown LA and downtown 
Pasadena. Sited within this incomplete portion, this thesis breaks the freeway's generic 
solidity, encouraging both city and suburb to occupy a more permeable freeway territory. 
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Chapter One 
Critical Crosses in Autopia 
Identifying a problem between city, car and pedestrian 
F or a moment, imagine crossing fourteen lanes of vehicles traveling at upwards 
of 70 miles per hour. The fear provoked by the vast momentum and overwhelming sound 
of the freeway alone might persuade one to quickly forget the goal of traversing such a 
spectacular metropolitan phenomenon. 
Figure 1.1 - Photographs of visited pedestrian overpasses 
in New York City, Chicago and Los Angeles. 
But as a pedestrian, one is left with no choice but to cross - for the typical way to deal 
with such an atypical situation (crossing the freeway by foot) is the construction of a 
pedestrian bridge. Since the freeway construction binge of the 1950's through 1960's, a 
battle had been brewing between the pedestrian and the vehicle for space and privilege 
that the vehicle has surely won. The freeway in the city now bears a heavy footprint upon 
the populations it divides. Here, the spaces left for the pedestrian - if any - are reduced 
to a narrow walkway wavering above the wide expanses of infrastructure below. Where 
there is no continuation of the urban fabric across the presence of the freeway, these 
pedestrian bridges are constructed to safely move people across that urban divide. 
As a way to rigorously study this relationship between car and city, the 
ambitions of my preliminary thesis research were to compare and contrast specific 
freeway pedestrian bridges that occur in some of the most traveled freeway corridors 
in Los Angeles, New York City and Chicago as each city deploys different standards of 
reconnecting. For this endeavor, the overarching bases of exploration were how cities 
have taken this simple standardized construct of the pedestrian bridge and have innovated 
and employed smarter strategies to render these common metropolitan occurrences as a 
pedestrian amenity. 
Figures 1.2-1.4 - Maps of anticipated site visits. 
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles respectively. 
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As this research reveals, the federal policies surrounding the design of the 
pedestrian overpass above a freeway are limited in their scope and are typically 
manufactured under a series of standards and suggested criteria. AASHTO's Policy on 
Geometric Design and Practices states that the biggest problem of the pedestrian overpass 
is vandalism. Presently, the main recommendations have been the construction of a metal 
mesh or plastic enclosure to mitigate this problem. However, visiting each site revealed 
that such design standards have only slightly mitigated vandalism and has created an 
overall unpleasant aesthetic crossing our freeways. In this research, it soon became 
evident that the frequency of bridges, freeway lane quantities, public programs [or lack 
thereof] was qualitatively linked to the use of the bridges. With an increased frequency 
of use, I began to equate as success. Evidently, its condition did not matter, nor did its 
aesthetics, size or shape have anything to do with its capacity of use. Instead, it only 
became a simple question of, "what the hell are we trying to connect to?" 
Freeway as STANDARDIZATION 
The freeway ensures optimum efficiency within a closed monofunctional 
system. It does not account for local variance, multiple uses, or a 
gradual and inevitable shift in practices within in its undeniably standard 
presence. 
Figure 1.5 - Interstate 110 - Los Angeles, California 
3 
The following illustrations are detailed drawings and descriptions of the 
individual overpasses located at New York's FDR Drive, Chicago's Lake Shore Drive, 
and LA's Interstate 110. This preliminary research attempted to collect the vehicular 
traffic and design considerations surrounding each moment, in addition to the qualitative 
characteristics such as public and private programs and activities for pedestrians it 
undoubtedly supersedes. 
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FDR Drive 
New York City, USA 
Running nine and one-half miles along the eastern edge of Manhattan from 
the Battery to the Triborough Bridge, the Franklin D. Roosevelt East River 
Drive - commonly known as the FOR Drive - forms the line of demarcation 
between the interior of the East Side and the East River. Like all New York 
City parkways, the six-lane FOR Drive is not designed to current Interstate 
standards and is therefore closed to commercial traffic. However, buses can 
use the highway in certain locations. Owing to its high traffic volumes and 
antiquated design, the FOR Drive has a maximum 40 MPH speed limit. 
Typical corridor pattern 
25th Street 
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Jacob Riis Public Housing 
u Pedestrian Bridge Profile Freeway Width at Location, RerOlited Lcngth across Location' Community C/JIlIext Endpoints 
PartofaSystcm 
Sc«lng at Location 
SurtaccMatcrial 
8ridgcWidth 
Other TrcadwaysinCorridor 
A1l4accessiblc 
Curves 
Slopes. 
70 '-0" 
620'-0· 
East Village, ManfJanan 
Jacob Riis Public Hoosing, fast River Park 
Public acccss pcint to park 
Adiacel~ to rcsirlendal sidwa/k, park 
i'rJured Conme, good condition 
8'-0" 
nla 
yes 
no 
yes 
FOR @ 25th 
New York City, New York 
USA 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
FrecwayWidllJalLocalion. 
Rerooled Lenglh across LocatiOlJ 
Community Contexl. 
Endpoinls 
PartolaSystem 
ScUingatLocation-
Surface Material: 
Bridgc WidllJ: 
Other Treadlfaysin Corririor.-
AllAaccessiblc' 
Curves 
Slopos: 
80'-0" 
445'-0" 
Kips Bay, Manhattan 
Hunter Col/ege, Mitchell Lama Housing 
Public access point to Apattmenl 
complexes and VNtS 
Between Il1'o schools and mixed use 
complexes 
Poured Conretc. good condilion: two 
corridor designs joined mid-span 
B'-{)" 
nfa 
no 
Beekman Place 
FOR @ 51st 
New York City, New York 
USA 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Width a/ Loca/ion-
RerolltedLength across Locadan 
Community Con/ext_ 
Endpoints -
Par/ola5ys/cm, 
Scltinga/Location 
SurfaccMa/erial, 
Bridge Width 
Other Treadways in Corridor 
ADA accessible: 
Curves' 
Siopes-
89'-{)" 
265'-0" 
Midtown Eas/, Manha"an 
Beekman Place, Peter Dc/mold Dog Park, 
Eas/RiverPalhway 
Public access point to East River 
and Peter OeImold Dog Park 
Quiel residential neighborhOod, heavily 
vegelalcd 
Poured Conrete, good condition; Olle 
conffnuous span wffh chain link lencing 
above FOR 
6'-8 ' 
n/a 
no 
FOR @ 63rd 
New York City, New York 
USA 
\1 
I I( 
II 
Rockefeller University Hospital Campus 
yes 
no 
yes 
IIse. Mlcvegctatloo 
, cable-~yed bridge above FDR 
1/ 
FDR @ 78th 
New York City, New York 
USA 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Width at Location 
Rerouted Length across Location 
Community Context" 
Endpoints: 
PartofaSyslem" 
Sening at Location. 
Surface Matcrial 
BridgeWidlh 
Other Treadways in Corridor 
All4accessible 
Curves. 
S/opos. 
65~ ' 
345'~" 
Uppor East Side. Manlla"an 
John Jay Park. East River Pathway 
Public access poinl to East River 
Quiet rcsidential neighborhood. heavily 
vegetated 
Sionc pavers. good condition; two cOlridor 
designs joined at John Jay Palk Edge 
8'~" 
n/a 
yes 
no 
yes 
FQR @ 71st 
New! York City, New 
US4 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Width at Location. 
RCIOllted Length aclOss Location' 
Community Context· 
Endpoints: 
PartofaSystem. 
Setting aJ LocaJion: 
SurtaceMatcria/' 
8rldgeWldth' 
CXhcrTrcadwaysinCorrldor 
ADAaccessibic' 
Curves. 
Slopes 
72'-0" 
602'-0" 
Upper East Side, Manhaffan 
New York Prcsbyterlan Hospital Campus. 
East River Pathway 
Public acccss point to East River 
Moderate pedestrian usc 
Poured Conrete, very good condition; one 
continuolls span above FOR 
8'-0" 
nta 
yes 
yes 
yes 
FOR @ 81st 
New York City, New York 
USA 
~ 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
FrecwayWidthillLocatiorJ 
Rerouted Length across Locatm 
ComrrwnityContcxt 
~~nt 
surlaceMa¢I~~\ ~fj 
Bridge WidJ· Othor~~~ 
Heavy nedesJrjan.Dity;pJaJ/ormlfifiinD 
to Breadley School and earl Schurz r'Jrk 
beyond 
Poored Conrctc. good condition. on~ 
rn'lIiIJlJOUS span with chain link lene;' 
~b~~[DR 
~ikeraild~"\' -,....,.., 
- .~ __ . - :~i. ~\r'L-
00 ====~ ................ _ 
FOR @ 102nd 
New York City, New York 
USA 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Width allocation· 
Rerouled Length across Location. 
Community Con/exl: 
Endpoints: 
Par/olaSystem. 
SeUingatLocatiofl. 
SuriaceMaterial. 
Bridge Widlh 
Other Treadways in Corridor 
ADA accessible. 
Curves 
Slopes: 
75 '-{) " 
645'-{)" 
East Harlem, ManhaUan 
Easter River Public Housing; Easl River; 
Ward's Island Pedesnian Bridge 
Public access paint to East River 
Moderate pedestrian activity; leads 10 
Ward's Island via pedestrian bridge 
Poured Conrele, good cooditioo; ooe 
continuous span with chain link lencing 
abovcFDR 
10'-0· 
Blkepath 
yes 
no 
yes 
Jefferson Park 
FOR @ 111th 
New York City, New York 
USA 
Public Sidewalk 3 lane soulhbound 3 lane noulhbound 
r -[I 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
FroewayW"tdthalLoCillion 
RerouledLcnglhaClossL0C4lion. 
Comll1lJnity Conlext. 
fndpoinlS 
ParlolaSyslem. 
Se/linga/L0C4lion 
SlIr/acoMaieriai 
Bridge Width' 
DlherTroadwaysinCoffidOl 
AlJAacccssilJte 
Curves. 
Slopes 
7S'-{)" 
446'-{)" 
fasl Harlem, Manhi1llan 
Jefferson Park; fasl Roor. 
Public acccss painllo Eas/ River 
Low pcdeslTian activity, 
Poured CorvclC. good condftion: one 
continuous span with chain link fencing 
abovcFDR 
IO'-{)" 
bikcpalh 
yes 
East River 
Paladino Avenue 
FOR @ 120th 
New York City, New York 
USA 
Pedestrian Crosswalk Island 3 lane southbound 3 lane nouthbound Easl River Pathwa 
It 1 f 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
FreewayWidthatLncalion 
Rerouted Length across Lacanon-
Community Context, 
Endpoints 
PartofaSystcm 
Setting at LocaJion: 
SlirfaceMilteriai' 
BririgeWidlh 
Olber rrcadways /n Corridrr 
AD4accessibfc' 
Curves ' 
Sfopes' 
7S'-fJ ' 
496'-fJ" 
East Harlem, Manhaaan 
Robert Wagner Pliblic HCllS/ng: East Rivcr: 
Public access point to East RWcr 
Low podcstrian activity 
Poured Conrelc, good condition: onc 
conllnuous span with chain link fcncing 
above FOR 
IO'-fJ ' 
Bikcpalh 
yes 
110 
yes 
EasiRiver 
Lake Shore Drive 
Chicago, USA 
Lake Shore Drive is a mostly freeway-standard expressway running parallel 
with and alongside the shoreline of Lake Michigan through Chicago, Illinois, 
USA. Except for the portion north of Foster Avenue (5200 North) , Lake Shore 
Drive is designated as part of U.S. Highway 41 . 
~r\ 
, / 
'''---I' 
Typical corridor pal/ern 
16 
LSD @ mile 7 
Chicago, Illinois 
USA 
Lakefront 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
FrccwayWtdthaJLocaJion: 
ReroolCd icngth across Locadon' 
CrxnmunifrConlert. 
End~s, 
Pan 01 a System 
SeUingaJLocaJion' 
Surface Matenat 
Bridge Width 
Other Treadways in Corrido(" 
ADAaeeessib/c 
CUlYes 
Slopes 
89 '-0" 
543'-0· 
Hyde Palk Neighborhood, Chicago 
Hyde Palk Bfrd, Harold Washington Palk 
Access pomtto filkelrort; Harold 
Washington Park, LakelronlBike Trail 
High pedeslnan trallie, connecdon to 
filkelront 
Concrete & sleet COIIS/TUClIOn, good 
condition 
12'-0" 
LakehontBlkeTrall 
yes 
yes 
yes 
13 
Cornel/Drive 
LSD @ mile 8 
Chicago, Illinois 
USA 
4 lane southbound 
single lane 
nouthbound 
3 lane northbound 
, 
d d 
tJ P 
'0- 0 
Burnham Park 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Width at Location 
Rerouted Length across Location 
Community Context 
Endpolnls. 
Par/o/aSystcm 
Seainga/Location 
SUI/ace Malellal, 
Bridge Width. 
Olher Trcadways In COllidol. 
ADAacccsslblc. 
Curves. 
Slopes 
189 '-0" 
816'-0" 
Kenwood Neighborhood, Chicago 
E 47th Surel, Burnham Palk 
Access poim 10 lakelron/: Bumham Park 
High pedestrian tral/ic, connection to 
fake/ronl 
New sleel construction, very good condilion 
12',0" 
Lakc/lantBikeTrail 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Paradise Baptist Church 
E 43rrJ Street 
LSD @ mile 9 
Chicago, Illinois 
USA 
Metrarailtracks S tane southbound Slane noulhbound Burnham Park 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
FrecwayW"KfthalLocation 
RelOulOO Length across Localion-
Community Context 
Endpoints. 
PartofaSystem 
Sening at Location 
Surface MalCfiaf 
Bridge Width 
Other Treadways in Corridor 
ADA accessible 
CUlVes 
Slopes 
t28'.i)" 
560'.i)" 
Oakland Neighborhood. Chicago 
E 43rd Slleol, Bllrnham Park 
Access point 10 lakr:lronl: Burnham Park 
Vel}' low pedesrnan Ilalflc, conncclJOn 10 
Idkelront 
Concrele&sleelstruclUre, vcgclatoo 
endpoints, poor condition 
l1 '.i)" 
n/a 
no 
yes 
E 35th Street 
LSD @ mile 11 
Chicago, Illinois 
USA 
Metraraillracks 5 lane southbound 5 lane noulhbound 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Width al LocaUon 
Rerouted Length across Location: 
Community Context 
Endpoints 
PaIIofaSystem 
SeUing at LocaHon 
SurlaceMalerial 
Bridge Width 
Other Treadways in Corridor 
13S '.i) " 
SOO'.i)" 
Burnham Park 
Douglas Neighborhood, Chicago 
E 35/h Street, Burnham P.lrk 
Access point to /<ke/ront, Bumham P.lrk 
Very low pedeslJian tJallic, connoc/ion to 
/<ketron/ 
Concrete & steel strocaJre, ,egetaled 
endpoints, po(){ condition 
,,',0" 
n/a 
no 
~·:'-':""'WC.--... :";?'I';~-.-';=I,l·.,.~'.:':~;.,j)i,~cl:I'~.;:l-.,'".<-~~'~.".:~~~!.~-~;:'-••••••••••• I •••••••••••• !I!~[2~~~Si~~~~~milE~~:I~~[;ijIl[i~~~~~t§fj~:ill~ill 
Lincoln Park 
LSD @ mile 15 
Chicago, Illinois 
USA 
southbound on-ramp 
5 lane southbound 5 lane nouthbound North Avenue Beach 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Widrh at Location' 
Rerouted Length across LOCaiioll" 
Community Context 
Endpoints, 
PartofaSystem' 
Seltlng at Location, 
SurlaceMateriaf 
Bridge Width 
Other Treadways in Corridor: 
ALl4accessible' 
Curves' 
Siopos: 
140'·0" 
433'·0' 
UncoinPark, Chicagv 
Lincoln Park, NonhAvenue Beach 
Accesspointlo/akehont 
High pedcslfian traffic, connection to 
lakelront 
Poured Conrote, potted vegetation, very 
good condition 
12'·6 ' 
n/a 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Interstate 110 
Los Angeles, USA 
Interstate 110 (1-110) , is a state highway in the Los Angeles area of the U.S. 
state of California, mostly built to freeway standards. The entire length of 
1-110 is also called the the Harbor Freeway, and State Route 110 north is the 
historic Arroyo Seco Parkway, the first freeway in California. The entire Route 
110 connects San Pedro and the Port of Los Angeles with Downtown Los 
Angeles and Pasadena. 
Typical corridor pattern 
I 
\ 
j 
I 
22 
1-110 @ mile 1 
San Pedro, California : 
USA 
Public Sidewalk 
~ 
!~~~~I:c~'~~.:1~~ 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
FrccwayWidthatLocation 
Rerrwted Length aCloss LocaUon 
Commu,;ty Context 
Endpoints 
PaJloIaSystem 
SeUing at Location· 
Surface Material· 
BridgeWirlth 
Other Treadways in Corridor: 
AOAaccessiblc. 
Curves 
Slopes 
80'-(}" 
543'-(}" 
San Pedro, CA 
Bandi,; Canyon Park; North Gaffey Slrcet 
nla 
Endpoint. Inlersedion 011- t 10 & Galley 
Street; Heavily vegetated at one end 
Poured Conrete, very good condiYon 
8'-(}" 
nla 
yes 
yes 
yes 
~f~~.~~~:~·"l;~~r:·:::':?~~~~~~1~~~' _ f; ::J • •••••• 
Building Materials Warehouse 
1-11 0 @ mile 6 
Carson , California 
USA 
w 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Widrh at Location-
Rerouted Length i/{;ross LocaNofl 
Community Context. 
Endpoints 
Pa~olaSystem 
SeningatLocaJion 
Surface Material' 
Bridge Width ' 
Other Treadways in Corridor 
AOAaccessib/e 
Curves 
Slopes 
204'-0" 
721 '.0" 
Tonance & Carson. CA 
Building Materials Warehouse; Starfite 
Trailer Park; SOUlh Rgueroa Street 
nla 
Connects either side of W 220rJJ Streel 
Poured Conrele. very good condidon 
B'-O· 
nla 
yes 
yes 
yes 
700 btockol W 214th Street 
1-110 @ mile 7 
Carson , Cal ifornia 
USA 
southbound northbound 
1-=1 
tY 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
freeway Width iJlloeation, 
Rerouted length across loeadon 
Community Contcxt 
Endpoints 
Part ala Syslem' 
Selling atloeadon' 
Surface MaleriiJI: 
BridgcWidth: 
Othcr Treadways in Corridor.' 
ADA accessible, 
Curves: 
Slopes, 
tBO'.() " 
243 ',0" 
Carson, CA 
600 block W 2141h, 700 bloek W 2141h 
Streel 
Wesl214thStreel 
Connects either side olresidcnffalstreet 
Poured Conrctc, very good cOodidon 
8'.()" 
n/a 
yes 
yes 
yes 
4 lane southbound 
1-110 @ mile 18 
Los Angeles, California 
USA 
21aneHOV 
Harbor Transitway - Slauson Ave Station 
~ 
4 lane northbound 
Q 
n 
, I 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Width at LocaNon 
Rerouted Length across Location 
Community Contexl: 
Endpoints: 
PartofaSystem: 
SetlingatLocation. 
SlIrfaceMaterial' 
Bridge Width. 
Othcr Trcadwaysin Corridor 
A/l4accessible 
Curves 
Siopos. 
Harbor Transitwav Park n Ride 
280'-0" 
452 '-0" 
ChcsterfictdSquare. LA 
Harbor Transitway Park & Ride lars 
Harbor Transitway Access Route 
Center of INane Irceway 
Poured Conrete. very good condition 
8'-0" 
nla 
no 
1--.----------1111" 
A 
G,:::;·' ft ,J "k;t',;'c'.:<.~:·Z·;~,~,,;.··\il '. _ • ••••••• 
Unbuilt residentiattot 3 lane southbound 3 lane nouthbound 
~ 
'-r- ,j 
Pedestrian Bridge Profile 
Freeway Width at Location-
Rerooted Length across Location: 
Community Context 
EndfJIJint~ 
Part ala System' 
SetUng at Location: 
SurlaceMaterial, 
Bridge Width, 
Other Troadways in Corridor 
AOAaccessibie 
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Chapter Two 
Seeking Reyner Banham's Los Angeles 
N •• for the freeway, quite as much as the beach, is where the Angeleno is most himself, 
most integrally identifies with his great city. " 
Figure 2.1 - Infrastructural City -
Los Angeles , California 
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In the 1960 's Reyner Banham identifies the freeway as one significant ecology 
in Los Angeles. He observes that, " ... the freeway, quite as much as the beach, is where 
the Angeleno is most himself, most integrally identifies with his great city." But if both 
beach and freeway are able to connect the multi-nodal condition of Los Angeles, how is 
one linear thoroughfare considered a destination and the other, not? It is easy for us to 
think of the beach as an ecology, but what exactly is the ecology of the freeway? 
Figure 2.2 - Los Angeles County 
Interstates; 1-710 highlighted 
From the previous chapter, we now know that the existing freeway system 
is based on pure efficiency, which has ensured its mono-functional purpose in the 
city. Not taking into account any other uses has resulted in a purely utilitarian piece of 
infrastructure, meant only for the automobile. In this light, this thesis looks more closely 
at Banham's LA - the quintessential infrastructure city, whose preference for mobility 
and freedoms ultimately generated a terrain of autopic excess. Located within its vast 
freeway network is Interstate 710, built in the 1960's to federal interstate standards 
but never completed - leaving a five mile gap between downtown LA and downtown 
Pasadena. 
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It is at this gap where this thesis project 
will develop - the epicenter of the standardized 
world. Just as significant as projecting the pure 
architecturalized solutions for this thesis, it was 
important to the project's validity that the final 
solution somehow synthesized city and freeway. 
And to fully comprehend the freeway, it requires 
a detailed understanding of how the 710 actually 
worked. This exercise developed into a matrix 
of entry and exit frequencies and typologies of 
intersections of varying speeds. (Figures 2.4-2.9.) 
It then became clear what pieces of the "freeway 
context" would need to be incorporated into the 
project. 
This analysis formulated projections as to 
how the 710 might have been built - particularly 
the main intersections and junctions at transverse 
roadways. Here, the project begins to realize 
the numerous communities that would have 
been affected and inevitably divided. These 
neighborhoods, notably affluent, have refused the 
completion of the 710 for the past three decades. 
It is for this reason, that this thesis project be 
realized at the heart of the debate. 
Figure 2.3 - Interstate 710: Long 
Beach Freeway 
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, . 
I 
, 
Intersection Types (Figures 2.4-2.6) 
Typical Intersection at Interstate or US Route: 2 separate exit ramps 
for eastbound and westbound directions to support higher speeds; exits 
located within 3000' of interchange. 
Typical Intersection at Local Road or Street: 1 exit ramp for eastbound 
or westbound directions to support lower speeds; typical design of 
freeway on or off ramp. 
Typical Intersection at Arterial Roads: 1 exit ramp for eastbound or 
westbound directions to support lower speeds; exits located within 
1200' of interchange. 
._.- . 
. ... . _ .... . , 
4500' " 
\ 
Exit Frequency Between 
Intersections (Figures 2.7-2.9) 
Interstate / US Route: Exit ramps 
are not provided when distances 
between system intersections are 
shorter. 
Local Road / Street: Exit ramps 
between system intersections 
.. ~~~ ~~~~~ I , typically connect to local roads or 
\ 
", 
._ . .... .. 
I 
, ., . 
streets. Exits occur on average at 
4500' intervals. 
Arterial Road: Additional exit 
ramps are not provided between 
arterial intersections. 
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Figure 2.10 - Interstate 710 Gap 
Neighborhoods; highlighted indicates the 
projected route of a complete 710 
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Chapter Three 
Imaginary Boundaries 
A community anticipates a division. 
By looking at how the 710 works, this thesis projects its intended path and which 
neighborhoods would have been affected by this intervention. At the gap's northern 
most terminus is Pasadena and is the community that holds the most resistance to the 
completion of the freeway. 
Figure 3.1 - 710 Northern Terminus at 
Pasadena 
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Figures 3.2-3.3 show the distribution of "natural" and "urban" activities and 
amenities observed among the five communities - Pasadena, South Pasadena, Alhambra, 
El Sereno and Lincoln Heights. However, Pasadena is significantly more diverse and 
assorted in activities than its 710 neighbors. 
Pasadena is part of southern California's Arroyo Seco Watershed, and home 
to a multitude of public parks, recreation centers, and outdoor sports facilities that 
take advantage of the comfortable temperatures and fair seasons year round. A 
topographically diverse ground allows Pasadena to be one of the most desired cities to 
live in LA County. Being the most economically stable and culturally rich of the 710 
Gap neighborhoods, there is no question why the existing standardized system of freeway 
development sees the most opposition at this stretch. 
Arroyo Seco 
Archery Range 
Bird Sanctuary 
Pasadena Casting Pond 
Picnic Facilities 
Running, Biking, Hiking Trails 
Campsites 
Figure 3.2 - Natural Pasadena 
Public Parks 
City of Pasadena Public Parks 
Recreation Centers 
Botanical Gardens 
Athletic Fields 
Arboretums 
Atmosphere 
Pasadena Viewpoints 
Regional Reservoirs 
Natural Lakes 
Natural Rivers 
Recreation 
Bike Trails 
Golf Courses 
Pasadena Country Clubs 
Athletic Fields 
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Figure 3.3 - Urban Pasadena 
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Figure 3.4 - Central Pasadena study model; green and white represent residential and commercial districts 
respectively. The central bi-colored aggregation projects a multi-cultural interface instead of a mono-
cultural segmentation. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the existing condition of central Pasadena, between junction 210 
to the north and Route 110 to the south. One can already see the paved implications of 
its path and how the divide between residential Pasadena and downtown Pasadena has 
already occurred at this imaginary line - even without the freeway there. The division 
between urban and suburban programs is strikingly clear - and now this thesis directly 
asks, how does one address this corridor? 
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Chapter Four 
Geometries of the Freeway 
How does a chicken cross a road? 
The projected path through Pasadena would have created an obtrusive visual 
boundary and most importantly, an inaccessible solid wall down the center of the city. 
So in analyzing the immediate site of the anticipated freeway, and considering a new 
solution that will break the solidity and in-traversability of the generic - how does a 
chicken cross a road? 
Figure 4.1 - Projected section of Interstate 710 at central Pasadena. 
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Figure 4.2 - The generic rule: the solid freeway deck. 
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The projected path through the city would be buried if Pasadena had its way. 
However this complacent solution to place drivers in a figurative sewer only passively 
addresses greater issues that deal with sound, vibration and smog. Most importantly, this 
solution does not consider the large and typically ignored, population of freeway drivers. 
Alternatively, constructing the standardized deck above ground creates the wall condition, 
where each half has no other option but to treat the freeway as an obstacle. What this 
Tunnel Strategy: 
Invisible freeway, continuous city fabric. 
( 
suburban Pasadona -----+ - ___ 
) 
Generic Deck: 
Visible freeway, divided city fabric. 
I 
suburban Pasadena ~ ~: I 
Permeable Deck: 
Visible freeway, integrated city fabric. 
( 
6Uburban Pasadena 
) 
Figure 4.3 - 4.5 - Projected strategies of a continued 710. 
urban Pasadena 
urban Pasadena 
urban Pasadena 
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Figure 4.6 - 4.8 - A multi-faceted solution to a mono-dimensional infrastructure. 
thesis does, however, is finds the balance between freeway and city - making the deck 
permeable by reducing it into its most basic geometry - the individual car lane - and 
realizing its potential to organize space and form, and its ability to suggest movement 
across the divide. At its heart, this strategy attenuates sound, vibration and smog by 
increasing distances between individual vehicles. Ultimately, this encourages the city to 
occupy the new real estate created through the dissolution of the deck. 
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Figure 4.9: Projected SOLID 710 deck from East Del Mar Boulevard looking west. 
Figure 4.10: Projected PERMEABLE 710 deck from East Del 'Mar Boulevard looking west. 
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Chapter Five 
A Permeable Freeway Deck 
Re-engineering the interstate standard 
The standard methodology behind the individual car lane is currently restricted 
to the interchange, which has allowed multi-dimensional freeway projects I to exist. But 
what happens when you bring this idea of permeability to the through-lanes - the linear 
paths of the freeway and the most dominant condition of the interstate system? 
Figure 5.1 - Through-Lanes vs. Interchange Lanes, and changing methodologies. 
[1] Parc Nus de la Trinitat - Barcelona, Spain; Autobahniiberbauung - Berlin, Germany. 
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This thesis identifies the one consistent moment along the through-lane segment 
where the deck begins to separate from itself naturally - this being the exit and on-ramp 
sequence. Figure 5.2 represents the standard geometry for exiting and entering according 
to AASHTO (American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials). 
However, by reapplying some of the basic rules of freeway design, the potential for a new 
permeable methodology for freeway building is brought to the table, one that disperses 
car-lanes at moments along the freeway corridor. Informed by regulatory dimensions, 
angles, lengths and heights outlined by AASHTO, this thesis developed a basic through-
lane unit that considers both the realistic necessities of car movement and the necessity 
of permeability, to allow public access and urban context to continue in unison with the 
freeway. [Figure 5.3] 
~ r:: , , 
0 I :j;: 0 til ~' F 
I '0 ~ 0' C ::J 0 Q. ~ ~ ~ 0 III :::t 0' 
I ,') "" 
T ." 
Duplicated Exit & Entrance 
Sys tem 
+" II II t 
~ 
~ 
~~ 
t t 
Potential Device f o r NEW 
standard of Permeability 
Figure 5.2 - Isolating the exit and on-ramp sequence as a duplicated and mirrored aggregation of units. 
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This thesis is able to formulate a new through-lane unit that in duplication allows 
for both an exit and on ramp in one direction, and in mirroring allows for a complete two 
directional segment with allowable merging lengths and connections to city arterial roads 
under current regulations. [Figure 5.4] Not only does it become the literal access point 
for the automobile, but also a permeating threshold for urban context and the pedestrian 
to encroach upon. 
Figure 5.4 - Aggregation ofpenneable 
units produces a new typology of exit and 
on-ramp sequencmg 
The full potential for movement within and through the unit's aggregation is 
where the generic ecology of the freeway becomes redefined. As pieces of the system 
shift or overlap, new relationships between car lanes and occupiable space are realized. 
An opposition to the freeway can now occur, not solely as pedestrian flow but rather as a 
solution of built form, which finally breaches the deck's solidity. 
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Figure 5.5 - Formal Oppositions 
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Anchored Density 
Anchored Density 
Counter to the freeway 
Continuation of the city 
Counter to the trajectory of the freeway 
A formal response to permeating through the freeway's solidity. 
Figure 5.6 - Anchored densities of the permeable freeway 
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Figures 5.7-5.8 - A permeable system's 
relationship to pedestrian and car, 
respectively. 
This solution seeks an active relationship 
to regional context. The direct relationship to the 
city becomes realized as both urban and natural 
fabrics of Pasadena begin to permeate through 
the freeway corridor. This move counters the 
trajectory of the freeway, becoming an anchored 
intervention along the freeway length. These 
new anchored densities become permanent 
addresses of building form. 
These developments anchor the freeway 
back to its city, and firstly, address how 
pedestrians interact with the newly created real 
estate. [Figure 5.7] Secondly, in its offset, a 
dual development accommodates the instinctive 
reaction times of the 710 driver, now enticing 
an unplanned exit onto the development. This 
occurs by first realizing the spectacle to her left, 
then safely choreograph moves to exit into the 
approaching development that houses parking. 
[Figure 5.8] 
Both anchors will mitigate between 
city and freeway, eventually connecting the 
city back with itself across the permeable 
deck. [Figure 5.9] More specifically, bringing 
suburban Pasadena across at the southern end of 
the development, and bringing urban Pasadena 
across the northern end. As a realized system the 
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intention is not to create something that favors only the Pasadena dweller, but attempts to 
create an environment for project's most anticipated visitor - the 710 driver. 
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Figures 5.9 - A permeable system's relationship to the city, a 
downtown and urban Pasadena. 
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Chapter Six 
Freeway Amplitudes 
Inhabiting continuous and pixelated surfaces 
Informed by dimensions such as AASHTO vehicular clearances and comfortable 
viewing angles, this thesis is able to assign specific programs and occupancy types based 
on calculated manipulations and shifts in the ground. A combination of amplitudes 
provides various configurations that begin to suggest programmatic opportunities. The 
attenuation of sound, vibration, and pollution will also play instrumental roles in the 
design and inevitable interaction with the freeway lanes. 
Figure 6.1 - Study diagram of point based curves 
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Figure 6.6 - Sectional diagram of aggregated surface amplitudes. 
Figure 6.7 - Potential qualities of spaces created within the aggregtion of surface amplitudes. 
Figure 6.8 - Continuous Surfaces; Suburban Pasadena to Urban Pasadena 
Figure 6.9 - Pixelated Surfaces; Urban Pasadena to Suburban Pasadena 
Because specific programs and activities are better accommodated by certain 
amplitudes, the surfaces are further categorized into lower and higher amplitudes. Less 
amplitude produces less elevation change, and thus produces single storey programs, 
more appropriate for continuous fields of public gathering such as park spaces or larger 
commercial amenities such as grocery stores. 
Conversely, higher amplitudes produce a higher number of spaces. The 
limitations due the slope ultimately produce a discontinuity in the surface. What this 
thesis calls pixelated surfaces produces smaller areas of occupiable space such as 
offices, amenities such as banks, pharmacies, and coffee shops. All of which are daily 
destinations for the city dweller and 710 driver alike. Now located at the freeway, 
continuous and pixelated spaces generate activity from both the freeway population, and 
city populations directly adjacent to the corridor. 
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Figure 6.10 - Continuous surface tendencies. 
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Chapter Seven 
Surface Treatment 
A unified Pasadena 
By making generalizations of each side of the 710, this project was able to unite 
suburbia's singular program and continuous blanket of residences with downtown 
Pasadena's multitude of programs and readings of individual buildings and gridded 
blocks. The necessity to bridge capitalized on the curved surface as a formal strategy to 
permeate the deck, and now each development is addressed accordingly. 
Figure 7.1 - Site Plan ofl-7l0 at Central Pasadena 
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Continuous Surface 
The lower development begins at the suburban side of Pasadena and utilizes lower 
amplitudes to create a single story with less programmatic variance. Here, programs 
center on recreational activities. 
Figure 7.2 - Diagrammatic Sections at the 
suburban development. 
Figure 7.3- Vehicular and pedestrian access 
to the suburban development 
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See Figure 6.12 
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Pixelated Surfaces 
The upper development begins at the urban side of Pasadena and utilizes higher 
amplitudes to create multiple stories that allows for more programmatic variance. Here, 
programs center on commercial activities and amenities. 
Figure 7.6 - Diagrammatic Sections at the 
urban development. 
Figure 7.7 - Vehicular and pedestrian access 
to the urban development. 
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Figure 7.8 - Parking Level 
Elevation -16' - 0" 
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Chapter Eight 
Innovations of the Generic 
New relationships between driver and city! 
Each half of the development crosses over to new public spaces for each 
side - suburban development to urban park, and conversely an urban development to a 
suburban plaza. This thesis aims to not only bridge the deck, but more importantly, to 
provide a place for 710 travelers and pedestrians to stop - creating a destination in which 
the suburban, downtown and freeway worlds would interact simultaneously for the first 
time. 
Figure 8.1 - Public performance with 710 as the backdrop. 
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Figure 8.3 - Morning rush hour at southbound 710; driver as an observer and the observed. 

Figure 8.5 - Northbound 710 driver observes adjacent market 

Figure 8.7 - Bird's eye view of Urban development with suburban development beyond; A permeable freeway ecology. 
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Once a symbol of technology and 
innovation, freeway infrastructure has 
matured into a hyper concrete network 
-neither a place nor a destination, 
and dominated by the privileged 
utiliatarianism of the automobile. 
Located everywhere, the ambition of 
Innovations of the Generic is to redefine 
the existing standardization of the freeway 
and the monoculture it yields. 
By breaking its solidity, this thesis 
encourages both city and suburb to occupy 
a more permeable freeway territory. 
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In the 1960's, Reyner Banham identifies 
the freeway as one significant ecology in 
Los Angeles. He observes that, " . .. the 
freeway, quite as much as the beach, is 
where the Angeleno is most himself, most 
integrally identifies with his great city." 
-But if both beach and freeway are able 
to connect the multi-nodal condition of 
LA .... how is one linear thoroughfare 
considered a destination and the other, 
not? It is easy for us to think of the beach 
as an ecology, but what exactly is the 
ecology of the freeway? 
What we have is a system based on pure 
efficiency, which has ensured its mono-
functional purpose in the city. Not taking 
into account any other uses has resulted in 
a purely utilitarian piece of infrastructure, 
meant only for the automobile. 
In this light, this thesis looks more closely 
at Banham's LA - the quintessential 
infrastructure city, whose preference 
for mobility and freedoms ultimately 
generated a terrain of autopic excess. 
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Located within it's vast freeway network 
is Interstate 710 - built in the 1960's to 
federal interstate standards but never 
completed, leaving a 5 mile gap between 
downtown LA and downtown Pasadena. 
This project then intervenes at the 
epicenter of the standardized world. But 
by simply connecting the two ends of the 
710 gap in its generic method is undesired 
here. By looking at how the 710 works, 
this thesis projects its intended path and 
which neighborhoods would have been 
affected by this intervention. At the gaps ' 
northern most terminus .... 
.. .is Pasadena, and is the community 
that holds the most resistance to the 
completion of the freeway. In anticipation 
of the 710 extension ... 
... the city has taken the liberty to divide 
itself into suburban and downtown halves 
emphasizing the imaginary boundary in 
between. 
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The projected path through the city .. . 
... would be buried, if Pasadena had its 
way. However, this complacent solution 
to place drivers in a figurative sewer only 
passively addresses greater issues that 
deal with sound, vibration, and smog. 
Most importantly, this solution does not 
consider the large, and typically ignored, 
population of freeway drivers. 
Alternatively, constructing the 
standardized deck above ground creates 
the wall condition, where each half has no 
other option but to treat the freeway as an 
obstacle. 
What this thesis does, however, is finds 
the balance between freeway and city -
making the deck permeable by reducing 
it into its most basic geometry - the 
individual car lane. 
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At its heart, this strategy attenuates sound, 
vibration, and smog ... 
by increasing distances between 
individual vehicles ... 
... ultimately encouraging the city to 
occupy the new real estate created through 
the dissolution of the deck. 
Informed by regulatory dimensions, this 
thesis has developed a basic through-lane 
system that realizes the permeable deck. 
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This thesis is able to formulate a new 
through-lane unit, that in duplication ... 
.. . allows for both an exit and on ramp in 
one direction ... 
.. . and in mirroring allows for a complete 
two directional segment with allowable 
merging lengths and connections to city 
arterial roads. 
As pieces of this system shift or overlap, 
new relationships between car lanes and 
occupiable space are realized. 
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An opposition to the freeway can now 
occur - not soley as pedestrian flow ... 
... but rather as a solution of built fonn, 
which finally breaches the deck 's solidity. 
These developments anchor the freeway 
back to its city. And firstly, address how 
pedestrians interact with the newly created 
real estate. 
Secondly in its offet, a dual development 
accommodates the instinctive reaction 
times of the 710 driver, now enticing an 
unplanned exit onto the development [first 
realizing the spectacle to her left, then 
safely choreographs moves to exit into 
the approaching development that houses 
parking] 
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Both anchors will mitigate between city 
and freeway, eventually connecting the 
city back with itself across the permeable 
deck. 
More specifically, bringing suburban 
Pasadena across at the southern end of the 
development. .. 
. . . and bringing urban Pasadena across the 
northern end. 
As a realized system, the intention is not 
to create something that favors only the 
Pasadena dweller, but attempts to create 
an environment for the project's most 
anticipated visitor, the 710 driver. 
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